Clinical Pathway System

The hospital implements a scientific service and management method by reducing the cost of service targets (patients and their families) but providing high-quality service for them. Namely, the hospital develops a set of "optimal" and standard service and management model for a certain diagnosis and treatment (therapy), which we call "Clinical Pathway".

**Key Point of Neusoft Clinical Pathway:**
For a patient suffering from a certain kind of disease, the clinical pathway is usually a time-based, specific and detailed "medical service planned order" or a table program or a road map.

**Doctor/Nurse-centered:** the doctor/nurse should follow this rule when they provides services for patients and keep the results and alteration content on the clinical pathway which is equivalent to the doctor’s order or medical record to redress the unreasonable and non-standard clinical medical behaviors, shorten the patient’s average stay length, define the standard stay length and strengthen the communication and cooperation among doctors/nurses or between doctors and nurses.

**Patient-centered:** the patients could know the diagnosis and treatment process to facilitate their cooperation and supervision, and meanwhile satisfy their "right to know" so as to limit the growth of medical cost and lower the hospitalization cost. The patients and their families can know the received care and patients' health condition in advance so that the patients' sense of participation can be increased and their satisfaction can be improved.

**Features of Neusoft Clinical Pathway System**

- Create the template on the basis of time axis
- Visual and flexible rule definition
- Standardized and integrated clinical pathway
- Strong basic technical support

**Main Functional Modules of Neusoft Clinical Pathway**

- Maintenance of clinical pathway template
- Doctor working platform
- Nurse Working Platform
- Management of the hospital information exchange interface